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100+ Essential Oil Recipes: Natural Essential Oil Recipes That Will Improve All Aspects Of

LifeBy Fiona ReeseHave you ever wondered how you can heal your body naturally?This book

will be your guide in understanding the powerful benefits essential oils can have on your health

and well being. Not only will you be able to provide these recipes for yourself, you will be exited

to share with everyone around you. What better gift can you give than the gift of healing!When

reading this book, you will be excited to try everything. Even if you don’t suffer the symptoms,

you may just love the smell. You just may rekindle a loving relationship with the massage oils

you can prepare, or maybe start a healthier way of living by the natural cleaning recipes. Think

about that bath you’ve long deserved, now you can make it that special getaway with an

aromatic stress releaser. For parents looking for a way to help ease their restless children, why

not try a natural remedy.There’s so much in this book, not just for people, but for your pets too!

A few things you will discover:-The different types of essential oils and what each can provide-

The different types of carrier oils and which are better-How essential oils have been used

historically-Recipes for sleep, depression, fatigue, stress, blues, anger and many more-

Detoxifying baths and massage oils-Beauty and weight loss-Common ailments and other

issues-Cleaning-Pets-Romance

"Doctors at Harvard Medical School’s McLean Hospital began noticing last year that MRIs left

people with bipolar disorder in much better moods. . . . it suggests that magnetic fields can alter

the biology of the brain, and may cause other effects we don’t understand yet." ("Health &

Science News," The Week)“Kudos to Stephen Larsen for the accomplishment of a superb book

that chronicles the development of a technique that will revolutionize mental health

care . . .” (Siegfried Othmer, Ph.D., Aug. 18, 2006)". . . an important alternative to chemical

approaches for such chronic behavioral disorders as ADHD, and monopolar and bipolar

depression." (Aznet News, Oct-Nov 2006)"If you're looking for new ways to treat old problems

you will find this an invaluable resource." (Rahasya Poe, Lotus Guide, Nov-Dec 2006)“This is a

book that should be on the bookshelf of every primary care physician, neurologist,

neurosurgeon, pain management specialist, psychologist, and clinical social worker. This book

is a must-read for anyone who has had a history of head trauma (who hasn't?), as well as

anyone who knows someone with chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, ADD, or autism.” (Richard A.

Bernstein, M.D., FCCP)". . . offers a new methodology which may be of help to a wide variety of

conditions for which there has previously been little hope." (Mark A. Lawrence, M.D., May

2007)About the AuthorStephen Larsen, Ph.D., is Psychology Professor Emeritus at SUNY

Ulster and the author of The Shaman’s Doorway and The Mythic Imagination and coauthor of

Joseph Campbell: A Fire in the Mind. He has been using the LENS clinically since 1996 and

biofeedback since 1975 in his psychotherapy practice. He directs the Stone Mountain Center

for Counseling and Biofeedback near New Paltz, New York.Review"Doctors at Harvard Medical

School’s McLean Hospital began noticing last year that MRIs left people with bipolar disorder

in much better moods. . . . it suggests that magnetic fields can alter the biology of the brain, and

may cause other effects we don’t understand yet."  � "Health & Science News," The Week“Kudos

to Stephen Larsen for the accomplishment of a superb book that chronicles the development of

a technique that will revolutionize mental health care . . .”  � Siegfried Othmer, Ph.D., Aug. 18,

2006". . . an important alternative to chemical approaches for such chronic behavioral disorders



as ADHD, and monopolar and bipolar depression."  � Aznet News, Oct-Nov 2006"If you're

looking for new ways to treat old problems you will find this an invaluable resource."  � Rahasya

Poe, Lotus Guide, Nov-Dec 2006“This is a book that should be on the bookshelf of every

primary care physician, neurologist, neurosurgeon, pain management specialist, psychologist,

and clinical social worker. This book is a must-read for anyone who has had a history of head

trauma (who hasn't?), as well as anyone who knows someone with chronic fatigue,

fibromyalgia, ADD, or autism.”  � Richard A. Bernstein, M.D., FCCP". . . offers a new methodology

which may be of help to a wide variety of conditions for which there has previously been little

hope."  � Mark A. Lawrence, M.D., May 2007 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the AuthorStephen Larsen, Ph.D., is Psychology Professor Emeritus at SUNY

Ulster and the author of The Shaman’s Doorway and The Mythic Imagination and coauthor of

Joseph Campbell: A Fire in the Mind. He has been using the LENS clinically since 1996 and

biofeedback since 1975 in his psychotherapy practice. He directs the Stone Mountain Center

for Counseling and Biofeedback near New Paltz, New York. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.from Chapter

FourHealing the Mind of ChildhoodCerebral Palsy, Autism and Asperger’s Syndrome, Reactive

Attachment Disorder, ADD/ADHD and LD, Childhood Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)Curtis Cripe,

Ph.D., Sarah Harber, M.A., Stephen Larsen, Ph.D., Theresa Yonker, M.D.“Why does my brain

come in colors?”Four-year-old Paul (on first seeing his brain map)This chapter explores one of

the most rewarding aspects of neurofeedback: working with children. We discuss working with

children as young as six months, all the way through childhood and puberty, to the later

teenage years. The sensitive, less fully formed nervous system of the child responds beautifully

to the LENS.Diagnostic categories covered include the Autistic spectrum (including Asperger’s

Syndrome), ADD and ADHD, PDD (Pervasive Developmental Disorder), CP (Cerebral Palsy),

RAD (Reactive Attachment Disorder--an awful condition of neglected, abused, or abandoned

children), OCD (Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder) and other anxiety disorders, Oppositional

Defiance, and Impulsive Disorders.We usually tell parents that we are probably not going to

cure their child’s problem. We may, however, help them to be more flexible, adaptable, and to

learn better. These are not, in fact, small things for the parents of Autistics who have to mix in

society and have their children educated in some school or other social situation. As we have

already shown, the LENS seems to increase cortical flexibility, decrease rigid and inflexible

adaptations, and harmonize and balance the activity of the CNS. When fully explained to them,

they usually like the idea that we do not try to “micromanage” their child’s brain, nor drug or

brainwash them. Unlike protocols that either deliberately attempt to speed up or slow down the

brain, LENS lets the child’s brain do its own regulating.The LENS is uniquely suited to work

with infants and very young children because of its passive nature. There is nothing that needs

to be understood, or even communicated verbally, to the child, no “training protocol,” and,

wonderful to say, no activity to succeed or fail at. This makes it the neurofeedback par

excellence for these very young patients and for diagnostic categories normally thought of as

very difficult to treat but with a clearly neurological basis, such as autism.Over a complete

course of treatment, the LENS can be combined with traditional neurofeedback, HeartMath,

Interactive Metronome, expressive arts--such as clay, painting, or sand play--as well as other

cognitive and behavioral approaches. In general, we like to do the LENS work first, because

then the nervous system of the child is more amenable to new learnings. The metaphor that

keeps coming to mind is Biblical: new seeds sown on fertile rather than “hard” ground are more

likely to sprout!Unfolding Jessica: Cerebral Palsy in a Three Year OldJessica is three years old

and diagnosed with moderate cerebral palsy (CP). The origins of her problem are unknown,



but there was heavy crop spraying where her parents lived when she was perinatal. She was

born with a rotated brain stem, the left portion of which was shrunken but not totally missing,

and a very small left cerebellar lobe. She was a late birth with a disintegrated placenta, and a

thick white film present over her whole body.Though beautiful, with delicate features and blond

hair, when Jessica was brought to the office, she showed a severe right hemiplegia; her head

was skewed to the right, as in tortocollis, the right eye seemed permanently shut, and her right

hand was stiff and spastic, used as a claw, when used at all. She had low energy for a three

year old, and woke frequently at night. She was able to crawl with assistance. She did not have

language, but with the help of a weekly speech therapist had been able to speak in one-word

utterances accompanied by pointing. Her disabilities were thought to be permanent and

irremediable, but the family had been doing Feldenkrais exercises with her since about six

months of age. We are pretty sure this gentle muscular and neural stimulation paved the way

for the amazing results.Sessions were begun twice a week, the parents having been warned to

look for the signs of overdose--i.e., tired or wired. Jessica was treated at four sites per session,

moving along the Total Amplitude site sort, and stimulated at +5 for six seconds, a twelve

second pause, and then a stimulation at +10 for six seconds (total of 12 sec. per site = 24 sec.

total).After session one, her mother reported that she started speaking in two- to three-word--

but complete--sentences for the first time ever: “I wan’ dat!” “Dat bear mine!” Sleep improved.

Jessica was exploring new ways of using her right hand.After session two she was reported

sleeping very well--best ever.After session three she was noticed picking things up with her

right hand. She had much more energy. Her grandparents noticed that she was more alert--

they said it was “a striking difference.”After session four Jessica began doing somersaults. She

crawled over to the ottoman, pulled herself up and walked around it, and after that

breakthrough began regular “couch cruising.” Now she was usually speaking in three-word

utterances. Her speech therapist was thrilled. Jessica sang “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”

completely unassisted (first time ever). To her parent’s astonishment and mild shock, she

pulled herself up the facade of the TV and turned it off with her right index finger manipulating

the knob (she seemed to already know just where the device was to be turned off!). Her

parents reported at this point that her energy now seemed a little daunting--she was becoming

like any other three year old!” --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

Back CoverHEALTH / MEDICINE “A superb book that chronicles the development of a

technique that will revolutionize mental health care.”--Siegfried Othmer, Ph.D., BCIAC, chief

scientist of the EEG InstituteAccording to the Centers for Disease Control, each year 260,000

people are hospitalized with traumatic brain injuries. The Brain Injury Association reports 1.5

million injuries annually, many of which go undiagnosed but which can lead to various cognitive

and emotional impairments. Traditionally the methods for resolving these impairments have

been limited to drug therapy or surgery.This book explores an alternative, highly effective

technique of restoring brain function: the Low Energy Neurofeedback System (LENS).

Developed by Dr. Len Ochs in 1992, it has had extraordinary results using weak

electromagnetic fields to stimulate brain-wave activity and restore brain flexibility and

responsiveness. The treatment works across a broad spectrum of human activity--both on the

basic functional level and in the more subtle areas of cognitive, affective, and spiritual

processes that make us truly human. While the LENS treatment has had remarkable results

with individuals who have experienced severe physical trauma to the head and brain,

psychotherapist and neurofeedback researcher Stephen Larsen also sees it as an important

alternative to chemical approaches for such chronic behavioral disorders as anxiety, ADHD,

monopolar and bi-polar depression, and childhood developmental disorders. The Healing



Power of Neurofeedback chronicles the development of this groundbreaking technique and

includes case histories that demonstrate the validity of this dynamic, emerging healing

modality.STEPHEN LARSEN, PH.D., is Psychology Professor Emeritus at SUNY Ulster and

the author of The Shaman’s Doorway and The Mythic Imagination and coauthor of Joseph

Campbell: A Fire in the Mind. He has been using the LENS clinically since 1996 and

biofeedback since 1975 in his psychotherapy practice. He directs the Stone Mountain Center

for Counseling and Biofeedback near New Paltz, New York. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Read more
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BackConclusionIntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the

book,“100+ Essential Oil Recipes”.This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to

prepare the different essential oil blends and give almost immediate relief to a particular

ailment or condition.There are more than seventy essential oil varieties that you can use to

help you concoct an effective solution to a particular problem. However, it is still prudent to

follow your doctor’s advice regarding the use of essential oils especially if you are under

medication. It is possible for the essential oil you intend to use and your current medication to

contradict with each other. This book will guide you in preparing your essential oil blends that

you can use in taking away stress and fatigue, helping you sleep better, giving you almost

immediate relief to common ailments, making your skin radiant, and helping you with lots of

other things, even bringing romance back into your life. You will find the recipes useful and

easy to prepare.Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Chapter 1 - The

Miraculous Essential OilsThe essential oil is the main ingredient in aromatherapy and there are

proofs that ancient civilizations used essential oils for medicinal purposes. The scientific

community has taken interest in exploring the possibility of using essential oils as part of the

treatment for various diseases and health issues including bronchitis, asthma, stroke, cancer

and AIDS. However, the use of essential oils and possible restrictions differ from country to

country.The Rich History of Essential OilsIn order to truly appreciate something, you need to

go back to its roots. Essential oils might seem young, but you might be surprised to know that

they have been around for quite a few millennia. In fact, some of the existing essential oils

today are known to be the oldest and most potent substances on the face of the planet. Back

then, essential oils might have been known by a different name. Nonetheless, they have the

same description and benefits. Historical records show that ancient civilizations were

already using plant oils even before the emergence of what we call “essential oils” today. It is

believed that aromatherapy began when people from Egypt, India, Rome, and Greece started

to rely on plants and plant extracts for personal hygiene and medicinal use. Essential oils have

an extensive account in healing and anointing.Ancient Egyptians used different essential oils

for different rituals including embalming their dead and purifying their bodies. Hippocrates, the

Father of Medicine, used different herbs and spices, aromatics and essential oils when he

concocted the different medicines for various ailments. The Arabians, Romans, crusaders, and

even Napoleon mentioned something about essential oils in their historical records. All records

about ancient use of essential oils suggest that the people back then knew essential oils better

than anyone today. Skeptics believe that it is possible that the ancient civilization did not

use essential oil in their aromatherapy. They say that the records did not provide enough

information regarding the use of essential oils back in the days. However, there was no clear

evidence to support the said belief of the cynical individuals. One thing is for certain, the use

of essential oil is not something new. Modern Day Beginnings of Essential OilsFrance defined



the modern day usage of essential oils in 1928. The French chemist named Rene-Maurice

Gattefosse accidentally got acquainted with the miraculous substance. He severely burned his

hand while working. He quickly soaked his hand into a nearby container. He thought that it

contained water, but he was wrong. The container contained Lavender oil. He feared that the

accident will leave an unsightly scarring, but he was more surprised when he did not see any

scarring than facing the ugly remembrance of the accident. His book, Gattefosse’s

Aromatherapy, received recognition as the first modern book about essential oils and

aromatherapy. The book was published in 1937. Gattefosse wrote in his book that essential

oils in plants play the same role as hormones in animals. To be blunt, what Gattefosse has

written in his book has not been scientifically proven. Only little is known about the use of

essential oils in plants or how the oil works when extracted. However, no one will be able to

refute the numerous facts about the great help that the essential oils provide in relieving a

number of health issues and ailments.Today, over seventy essential oils are available and you

can blend them together to create something that can help you with your particular purpose.

Each essential oil has its own function and benefits. Using the right combination can give you

a mixture or blend that will be able to provide the right solution to your problem.Important

Things to Consider when Using Essential OilsYou can only extract essential oils from aromatic

plants. You must not use the oil directly on your skin because it might cause irritation. They

also do not stay for long, and they need a carrier oil to spread.Must haves when Preparing your

Essential Oils BlendWhen preparing your essential oils mixture, it is important that you have all

the utensils, ingredients, and containers that you need. It is recommended to use non-metallic

utensils for mixing your oils. You will need a mixing bowl, preferably glass, where you can blend

your ingredients without trouble. If you prefer using plastic, then make sure to use only hard

types of plastic.It is likewise recommended to use glass droppers and you will need your

dropper each time you measure or use your essential oils. You will also need to prepare your

containers or vials where you will store your mixture. Choose dark colored containers to

preserve your essential oils mixture for a long time.You can also mix your oils in your

container. Put some of the carrier oil first, followed by the essential oils and finish off by adding

the remaining carrier oil. Put the lid on, and gently shake your container to mix the oils inside.It

is also prudent to have an apron, inhaler and diffuser. You can also keep your list of essential

and carrier oils handy, as well as your dilution chart in case you need to check something.You

can get your supplies at your local stores or shops. You can purchase your essential oils

online or at health and beauty shops.Usual Terms and AbbreviationsIt is best to learn some of

the terms used when preparing your essential oils blend. This can also help you enhance your

knowledge about the craft. Yes, the act of mixing essential oils is considered Science and

art.Carrier oils are non-soluble and non-volatile. Carrier oils can be obtained from vegetable,

seed, or nut. Carrier oils are important in diluting essential oils.Diffuser is a tool or accessory

that you need to use if you want to gently disperse your essential oils mix.EO stands for

Essential Oil or Oils (depending on the context). There are recipes that usually use EO instead

of writing the whole words.FCO is the abbreviation for fractionated coconut oil. Do not confuse

it with coconut oil used for cooking.Fixed oil is also called carrier oil or base oil.Fragrance oil is

not an essential oil. It is a synthetic substitute. It may provide the fragrance, but it has no

therapeutic property that you need to get from aromatherapy. Hydrosol is the term used to

describe the water residue after water distillation.Patch test should be performed before using

certain oils to know if you have allergic reactions to it. You need to stay away from such oils

when that happens. To do a patch test, add a drop of essential oil to half-teaspoon carrier oil.

Apply the mixture to the inside of the arm (the fold opposite your elbow). Leave it on for at



least twenty-four hours. If there’s itching or redness after the said time has lapsed, then it is

advisable not to use the oil.Spritzer is a spray with water and essential oils mixture. You can

use it to bring wonderful scent to your room, enjoy a fresh smelling curtain or linen, or keep

your skin feeling fresh all day long.Viscosity is the thinness or thickness of a certain

liquid.Volatilization refers to the rate of oxidation or evaporation of an essential oil.Now that you

know more about essential oils, you can start making your own blend; but first, take a look at

the list of different essential and carrier oils.Chapter 2 - List of Essential Oils and Carrier OilsIt

is best to know and learn about the different essential oils and carrier oils that you might need

in your recipe. You will become more motivated in concocting your own recipe once you get to

know the different things that different oils can offer. You will find the dilution chart helpful, as

well as the equivalent measurements to help you determine the right amount when making

your own blend.List of Essential OilsAllspice essential oil has the ability to relieve pain, induce

numbness, relax both mind and body, and add color to your skin.
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tam sheppard, “it isn't like I can go directly to chapter 3. This little book goes over several

different blends and recipes. I have the Kindle version and even though there is a page called

Table of Contents, it isn't like I can go directly to chapter 3. Other than that, I think this is a

worthwhile tool for anyone exploring the usage of essential oils.”

Jay, “Great book for beginners really wanting to get into making .... Great book for beginners

really wanting to get into making their own products with essential oils. I've made a few lotions

from this book and have been pleased with all of them. I have yet to read any information that

is incorrect, either!”

Barbara McDaniel, “great info for natural health. This book is informative and gives great

recipes for all sorts of ailments. I think it is a wonderful thing that we are using natural ways to

health and I thank Fiona Reese for giving this valuable information to the world.”

Dee, “Four Stars. Always ready for more information. Some helpful info here.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Like. The recipes are basic and easily understood. The information is

useful and I am exited to try new blends for different needs.”

SillyRomantic, “Five Stars. Great info on essential oil and many great recipes! I'll need to get a

paperback to have it handy!”

Connie Logsdon, “Great info. Very informative.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. good”

Linda Latham, “Five Stars. so helpful”

The book by Sexual Compulsives Anonymous has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 26 people have

provided feedback.
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